Soccer Champions Coaches' Clinics
Interactive Session Plan ™
Coach Cat Whitehill & Tony DiCicco

Session date

28 February 2014

Team/Age Group
Time available

Ball Mastery & Technical Training for Youth Players
Theme

1:45PM - 2:35PM
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Coerver warm up. Start off doing five different coervers. 1-Inside Left to Inside Right and Inside
Right to Inside Left
2-Top of the ball Left to inside Right and Top of the ball Right to inside Left
3-Top of the ball Left to outside Right and Top of the ball Right to outside Left
4-Stanley Matthews on both feet-pull with inside right and immediately to outside right in one
fluid motion
5-Step over via Stanley Matthews-pull with inside right, step over with right, push with left and
use both feet
Do each move for longer periods of time so they can warm up. Nothing with acceleration yet. Just
try to get in as many moves as possible.
Stretch
Dutch Triangle
Each player on a cone. Pass around the cones, 2 touch. Play lead foot, typically right to right or
left to left. Top of the triangle dribbles to the other cone to finish off drill.
Keep evolving drill-first pass to player, then wall pass each cone with last player being lead into
dribble as if it were a final pass
2- 3 person combination-first player passes to 2nd, 2nd back to 1st, 1st to 3rd player, 3rd back to
2nd and 2nd leads 3rd player into her dribble

"Rondo"
4v2-defenders can not defend outside of the box but attacking players can play outside of the
box. Try to keep to one touch if possible, but 2-3 touches may be necessary.
Goal-get a 3-line pass(split of defenders to opposite attacking player), secondary goal is to get 2line pass(pass to attacking player next to you that did not pass you the ball)
Main goal-keep possession, keep ball on the ground, no spin on the ball, no panic on the ball
(since defenders cannot defend outside of circle it allows you to take an extra touch and
understand that defenders will dictate where the ball should go), constantly looking at where you
want the next pass rather than following the ball

Shooting Drill
Player with ball lofts a long ball into the chest of the farthest player, 2nd player settles, finds next
closest player(player #3) with a wall pass then plays it to the wing player(player #4). Wing player
then wall passes with follower(player #3) and player #3 puts wing player into a position to cross
the ball to the runner in the box with either a one touch cross or a two touch cross.
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